Introduction 
=============

Among the mental disorders, major depressive disorder (MDD), bipolar disorder (BD), and schizophrenia (SZ) ---collectively termed affective and nonaffective psychoses---together cause the highest number of years lived with disability worldwide. [@ref1]

Large genome-wide association studies (GWASs) have revealed more than 100 genetic risk loci for SZ, 30 for BD, and 44 for MDD, pinpointing hundreds of implicated genes. [@ref2] - [@ref4]

Moreover, these three disorders share close genetic relationships, [@ref5] affect similar brain regions, and have similar brain transcriptome profiles. [@ref6]

The success of GWASs and the advent of human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) fostered a better understanding of the highly polygenic genetic and cross-disorder architecture of psychiatric diseases. Among the most prominent mechanisms identified are those modulating neuronal gene expression, synapse-to-nucleus Ca ^2+^ signaling, synaptogenesis, and synaptic pruning, as well as alterations of glutamatergic and GABAergic signaling that change the excitation-inhibition (E/I) balance. All of these mechanisms are core neurodevelopmental processes that are strongly associated with synaptic plasticity, circuit formation, and, ultimately, higher-order cognitive performance. 

So far, the development of new pharmacotherapeutic compounds has not advanced at the same speed as the research described above. Reasons for the slow advancement include the lack of genetically validated targets and mechanisms and the almost exclusive focus of decades of academic preclinical research and industrial drug discovery attempts on aminergic signaling. First-line medication for SZ, for example, is still mainly restricted to second-generation antipsychotics, such as risperidone, [@ref7] and the mode of action beyond the proposed effects of antipsychotics mediated through the dopamine D2 receptor still remains a mystery. 

Although antipsychotics are effective in treating positive symptoms, such as hallucinations, their efficacy in negative and cognitive symptoms is low, leaving patients with a reduced quality of life and impaired cognitive performance. Additionally, about 20% to 30% of patients with SZ are treatment-resistant, stressing the need for better compounds. [@ref8] , [@ref9]

Research on model systems is likely to be an essential tool in the development of new pharmacotherapeutics targeting cognition, although translation of higher-order cognitive processes remains a difficult challenge. To produce valid and reliable results of translational value, we need new genetic models with higher construct validity (ie, that more closely reflect the molecular cause in patients) and new concepts that more reliably assess cognitive performance in those models and have better subdomain-focused face validity (ie, that evaluate defects in a cognitive domain of relevance in patients). In mice, we are now able to generate genetic models that are based on individual sets of validated risk genes derived from large-scale human genetic databases. [@ref10]

Moreover, progress in genome engineering technologies, such as CRISPR/Cas, is likely to evolve towards more refined mouse models in which clustered arrays of risk alleles may further increase the construct validity of complex genetic disorders. In parallel, research on nonhuman primates (NHPs) may complement genetic mouse models because the social behaviors of NHPs, and therefore probably also their psychosocial stressors, may better align with those of humans. Indeed, environmental, chemical, and surgical interventions have been applied to generate such disease models. [@ref1] - [@ref13]

To examine genetic and environmental risks, both of which serve as triggers of pathogenesis and are major determinants of therapy outcome, we need to use meaningful rodent and NHP models that include prenatal complications, such as early-life trauma and psychosocial stress in adolescence. [@ref14] - [@ref16]

No disease model, however, will ever fully reflect the human situation because: (i) prototypical clinical symptoms, such as hallucinations, cannot be studied; and (ii) psychiatric diseases are nowadays considered to represent a continuum of cross-disorder clinical and neurobiological phenotypes. [@ref16]

Therefore, we should rather aim at modeling a subset of specific and accessible endophenotypes, which we refer to as behavioral and/or cognitive subdomains. We think that such a stratification towards defined "subdomain-oriented" animal models may represent a better means for validating compounds targeting novel eg, GWAS-derived mechanisms in the future. An important and challenging task, however, is to cope with the increased demand in characterizing novel models that are likely to be developed to deconvolute risk gene/phenotype relationships. A central goal is to identify technically rather simple, robust, and valid translational behavioral tests for a broad spectrum of cognitive capabilities and to organize these into a pipeline for rapid and comprehensive screening in rodent and NHP models. Therefore, in the following sections we will review tests that have been developed to assess behavior and higher-order cognition in rodent models, NHPs, and humans. We will focus in particular on subdomain translatability and practical considerations with respect to handling/training and robustness with the aim to develop a standardized neurocognitive profiling battery for animal models of psychiatric disease symptoms. With this focus in mind, in this paper we will not discuss tests that require a lowering of the motivational state by starvation (either food or water deprivation) or extended training periods (such as touchscreen setups for rodents). 

Elicitating comprehensive neurocognitive profiles with standardized phenotyping pipelines 
==========================================================================================

The concept of organizing behavioral tests in an arrayed phenotyping pipeline has been realized before, in both rodents and NHPs. [@ref17] , [@ref18]

This approach has several advantages, including requiring fewer animals. It also achieves a high degree of standardization, which in turn improves the reproducibility and comparability of the test battery and allows a dedicated behavioral "subdomain" profile to be generated (see next section). Standardization between institutes allows site effect to be estimated. Moreover, the shortcomings of individual behavioral tests can be ameliorated by having a sufficient degree of redundancy between behavioral measures, which also increases overall robustness. The most important step in designing such a translational neurocognitive test battery is selecting the test paradigms. The main selection criteria to consider are as follows: translatability between species; brevity, so the overall battery is not too long; high test-retest reliability to increase comparability between sites; good balance between effort and predictive validity; and feasibility at different basic research and clinical centers. The time needed for training staff and performing the test, eg, for a learning paradigm, is critical for throughput. Most psychoaffective disorders first appear in adolescence to young adulthood, [@ref19] - [@ref21] so the maturity of the test animals should match this period in humans. 

Cognitive and behavioral subdomain structures 
==============================================

To associate the behavioral measures of such a battery with specific endophenotypes of psychiatric patients, we need to group the tests together to reflect a general neurocognitive profile rather than isolated variables, which cannot be directly translated. Moreover, classifying the tests in this way yields the possibility of reducing dimensions, thereby increasing robustness and attenuating problems of multiple testing. [@ref22]

Several different concepts are used to categorize behavioral measures in translational research in psychiatry. The most straightforward one is to base categorization on the clinical symptoms used in routine clinical diagnostics, such as positive, negative, and cognitive symptoms. This framework has a high face validity but a weak neurobiological basis. Consequently, physiology-focused approaches, such as the Research Domain Criteria (RDoC), were developed. [@ref23]

The RDoC define multilevel neurobiological substrates, from biochemical interactions to complex behavior, and consider the stimulation of circuit-based, pro-cognitive mechanisms. The highest-level domains separate behavior into positive valence, negative valence, cognition, vigilance/arousal, and socialibility. [@ref23]

This system has high content validity but no direct translatability to cognitive disturbances in psychiatric patients. For the purpose of this review, the definitions of the behavioral domains and classification of the corresponding measures have been modified to balance between construct, content, and face validity, in accordance with previously published concepts. [@ref24] - [@ref27]

The overall behavioral domain structure is separated into positive, negative, cognitive, vigilance/arousal, and social behavior. The RDoC framework is used as a primary reference, but the positive and negative domains refer to clinical symptom categories rather than valences. We use this system to address different cognitive and behavioral phenotypes implicated in neuropsychiatric illnesses; these phenotypes include working memory, social attention, attentional oscillations in perception and performance, sustained attention, response inhibition, proactive and reactive cognitive control, and goal selection. 

Assessment of cognition in rodents, nonhuman primates, and humans 
==================================================================

To emphasize the translational focus of this review, below we compare and describe the rodent, NHP, and human tests for each of the behavioral domains described in the previous section (ie, positive, negative, cognitive, vigilance/arousal, and social behavior). An overview of the tests can be found in *Figure 1*

. Certain tests in rodents and NHPs are used in specific species only; in these cases, the species is named in parentheses. 

Positive domain 
================

The most prominent symptoms of the positive domain are hallucinations (ie, visual and auditory perceptions that are not real) and delusions (ie, misinterpreted sensory inputs paired with improper executive functions); these symptoms build key features of SZ and also frequently appear in manic episodes of BD, but they usually do not play a prominent role in MDD. Many different treatment options are available for symptoms in the positive domain. Most of the drugs act on the dopaminergic system, which has been proven as a key modulator of the symptom spectrum (in the form of a hyperdopaminergic state). Nevertheless, it remains virtually impossible to model hallucinations and delusions in animal models. Current models consider increased physical activity, eg, in the open field and Y-maze tests, and alterations of sensorimotor gating---an accepted endophenotype of psychoses---as surrogate tests because they assess changes associated with a hyperdopaminergic state. [@ref27]

![Translational behavioral and cognitive tests for major neurodevelopmental mental disorders. The figure lists the names of tests that can be applied in rodents, nonhuman primates, and humans to assess behaviors in the social, cognitive, and vigilance/sleep subdomains and in the negative and positive clinical symptom spectrum, as described in the main text.  The need for an arrayed set of tests covering these behavioral subdomains is indicated by the shaded and colored bar graphs at the top of the figure, which shows the graded association with major depressive disorder (MDD), bipolar disorder (BPD), and schizophrenia (SZ). For detailed descriptions of the behavioral tests and references, see main text.](DCNS_21.3_fig1_Rossner){#d35e248}

The prepulse inhibition (PPI) test is technically simple and robust and is the most commonly used test to assess sensorimotor gating in animals and humans. A complex interplay of feedforward inhibition of cortical and subcortical structures and disturbed E/I balance in many circuits is thought to cause an altered processing of the prepulse, which has an impact on the startle response of the test animal or person. The test consists of a loud, "aversive" tone presented in the presence or absence of a prepulse at a lower intensity; the animal's or test person's subsequent startle response is then monitored. [@ref10]

Mismatch negativity is another valuable tool to assess positive symptoms in animals and humans. [@ref28]

In this test, a uniform sequence of standard tones is presented that is interrupted by a few (eg, 5%) deviant tones. Responses are measured with an EEG that reflects the amplitude and shape of all the induced auditory potentials. Because the test can be conducted in animals and humans, it has high face and construct validity. [@ref28]

In addition to cognitive gating processes, altered exploratory behavior can be an indicator of an overactive dopaminergic system (such a state can also be achieved by administering amphetamine to exogenously stimulate the dopaminergic system). [@ref27]

The novelty-induced hyperactivity test is used to assess the natural curiosity behavior of rodents (mice) placed in an unknown environment. In NHPs, the human intruder test can be used to measure anxiety and emotion regulation associated with novelty. Similar to rodents, in NHPs increased reactivity can be associated with an altered stress response modulated by the dopaminergic system. [@ref29]

Closely associated with PPI, fear-potentiated startle in NHPs, measured by the startle response in an AX+/BX- fear and safety learning paradigm, has successfully bridged the gap between rodent and human research by modeling emotional regulation, thus increasing the level of translation potential. [@ref25] - [@ref27] , [@ref30]

In this task, an aversive stimulus inducing a startle response is paired with an auditory or visual cue A followed by cue X (AX+), but no aversive stimulus is presented after a combination of cue B and cue X (BX-). [@ref30]

In humans, several tests use a formalized psychiatric interview to measure positive symptoms. The Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS), for example, is routinely used to assess symptom severity in patients with SZ; it consists of 30 items that measure specific symptoms (positive, negative, and general psychopathology), in particular delusions, conceptual disorganization, hallucinatory behavior, excitement, grandiosity, suspiciousness, and hostility on the positive subscale.[@ref31]

Furthermore, the Structured Interview for Prodromal Syndromes (SIPS) is a valuable tool to spot the three prodromal syndromes characteristic of people at high risk of developing SZ in the near future.[@ref32]

Beyond these interview-based tests, sensorimotor gating can also be assessed in humans by measuring alterations in motor evoked potentials upon paired (or pre-) pulse cortical stimulation, again supporting the high translation potential of the PPI test.[@ref33] ,[@ref34]

Negative domain 
================

Negative symptoms are defined by blunted affect and reduced emotional expression, explicitly in the form of anhedonia (the inability to feel pleasure) and avolition (decreased initiation of goal-directed behavior), both of which are key features of affective and nonaffective psychoses. The clinical spectrum of negative symptoms is highly variable, the underlying neuronal circuits are not well understood, and treatment options are limited. 

Various tests are available for measuring negative symptoms. The sucrose preference test (SPT) is an experimentally simple and robust test that is used in rodents and NHPs and does not require specific equipment; it is an appetitive test that measures a sucrose-awarded behavior and is used to assess aspects of anhedonia. The tail suspension test (TST) is a comparably simple, non-appetitive test performed in rodents that measures the animals' intrinsic motivation to escape and thus relates to avolition. Both tests can be applied repeatedly.[@ref25] ,[@ref27]

Learned helplessness is another nonappetitive test that assesses coping ability in rodents; however, it cannot be repeated.[@ref35]

Different paradigms exist for the learned helplessness test. In general, animals are trained in various setups in which they cannot escape from an aversive stimulus presented in the form of electric shocks. Afterwards, the animals are placed in an environment that gives them the opportunity to escape from these shocks. The extent of avoidance behavior reflects the animals' tendency to learn helplessness in stressful situations, a surrogate for decreased coping strategies. In NHPs (marmosets and rhesus macaques), negative symptom behaviors (eg, social withdrawal) can be assessed by comparing home cage observations with established ethograms.[@ref36] ,[@ref37]

In humans, the negative subscale and the respective negative syndrome clusters of the PANSS can be used to measure negative symptoms.[@ref38] -[@ref40]

The negative subscale and syndrome PANSS clusters comprise the seven most important symptoms, ie, blunted affect, emotional withdrawal, poor rapport, apathetic social withdrawal, difficulty in abstract thinking, lack of spontaneity, and stereotyped thinking. Another tool that can be used in humans is the Montgomery and Åsberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS), which examines depressive symptomatology. It is a self-administered test that aims at assessing manifestations of depression in nonpsychotic populations.[@ref41]

Introduced as a test for depression, the use of the MADRS in the assessment of eg, anhedonia and avolition in nonaffective psychoses is justified because of the conceptual overlap between depressive and negative symptoms. 

Cognitive domain 
=================

Impairments in the cognitive domain as a core feature in affective and nonaffective psychoses often comprise deficits in working memory, attention, executive function, mental flexibility, and declarative/episodic memory. No effective treatment options exist for these deficits, even though they play a crucial role in impaired illness outcomes in affective and nonaffective psychoses.[@ref42]

Still, it is promising that various aspects of cognition can be modeled in animals with a level of face validity that enables preclinical treatment trials with a high level of translational potential.[@ref43]

Therefore, behavioral profiling should put a special focus on these deficits. In NHPs (marmosets), complex behavioral and especially cognitive phenotypes can be characterized in unrestrained animals in a cage-based cognitive testing system (experimental behavioral instrument, XBI).[@ref44] ,[@ref45]

Automatic training in an all-in-one unit mounted to each animal´s enclosure enables experimenters to handle large cohorts even if the tasks are complex. Animals are constantly monitored by several cameras, and the unit also consists of a touchscreen monitor facing the animal´s side, a joystick and response button (similar to modern computer game setups), and a spout for dispensing fluid rewards. Together, these features provide a complex environment for designing multiple behavioral paradigms and measuring the animals' performance. To elucidate the complexity of all the cognitive domains, we will divide them further into several subdomains. 

Working memory 
===============

The most commonly used test to assess working memory in rodents is the Y-maze test, which uses a Y-shaped chamber; a comparable test, the patrolling test, is performed in the IntelliCage system (TSE Systems GmbH, Bad Homburg, Germany).[@ref46]

Both tests are nonappetitive and make use of rodents' natural exploratory and curiosity behavior; mice tend to explore novel areas more frequently in the absence of rewarding stimuli. Movements from "known" to "novel" areas in a maze are monitored for a defined period of time. In NHPs, the n-back test (a modified version of the n-back test for humans) and the delayed nonmatch-to-sample test are established tests of working memory.[@ref47] ,[@ref48]

In the latter test, a sample stimulus is presented to the animal; after a short delay, this stimulus is presented together with a novel alternative, and the NHP is rewarded for selecting the non-novel alternative. These tests are of special interest within the cognitive domain because of the hippocampus-prefrontal cortex interactions and corresponding deficits, which play a crucial role in the animals' performance. In humans, the n-back test is also used as a simple working memory task. In this test, participants are presented with a sequence of stimuli and asked to indicate when the current stimulus matches the one from several steps earlier. The number of steps after which the matching stimulus is presented can be varied to make the task more or less difficult. 

Attention, executive function, and mental flexibility 
======================================================

These three cognitive skills are higher-order cognitive functions that strongly depend on each other; therefore, it is difficult to test them separately. Reversal learning tasks can be used to assess these skills in rodents and NHPs.[@ref49]

Altering the reward area as an advanced version of place learning forces the animal to alter its learning strategies towards novel cues, which requires attention and cognitive flexibility; in rodents, these tasks can be performed in water maze and IntelliCage setups. Generally, learning success will be strongly influenced by impaired executive functions; also, increased impulsivity may interfere with test results. Prefrontal cortex function is the most relevant determinant of the animals' performance in these tasks. In NHPs, cognitive flexibility and impulsivity can also be measured by an object retrieval detour task. In this test, a rewarding object is hidden behind a transparent barrier. The prefrontal cortex and its connections to the hippocampus, as well as levels of corticostriatal dopamine, determine success rates in this test.[@ref50]

In humans, verbal functioning and thus executive functions can be measured by the Regensburger Verbal Fluency Test, which requires people to access their mental thesaurus under predefined criteria while avoiding repetition and controlling executive processes.[@ref51]

In this simple test, participants are asked to produce as many words as possible from either a semantic group (eg, including objects such as food or devices) or a phonemic one (eg, including words with a defined number of syllables). Participants can also be asked to alternate between these two paradigms within the same task, which requires them to shift their attention and thereby tests their mental flexibility. 

Declarative or episodic memory 
===============================

These types of memory are measured in rodents and NHPs with spatial learning tasks followed by probe trials. In the first phase of the test, the spatial learning task, the animal has to learn a location (eg, associated with a reward); the probe trials then serve to evaluate the animal's memory retention (eg, from which location the reward has been removed). In particular the orbitofrontal cortex, but also frontal areas play an important role in executive functions and the degree of impulsivity and determine learning success in these tasks. Again, in rodents these tests may be performed in the water maze (training) or IntelliCage (preference or avoidance tasks) setup.[@ref52]

Only the probe trial can be performed repeatedly. In humans, various aspects of verbal learning and memory can be measured with the Verbal Learning and Memory Test (VLMT), a standardized procedure to evaluate immediate recall, delayed recall, and recognition, amongst other things.[@ref53]

After the experimenter has read out a certain number of items from a standard list of unrelated words, participants are asked to recall as many words as possible in any order. The test is usually repeated for (up to) five immediate recall trials and one delayed recall trial. Measures of the participant's performance include the number of items recalled, repetitions, and word intrusions (confabulations). Furthermore, recognition memory capacity can be recorded in separate, simple tasks. 

Vigilance/arousal domain 
=========================

Disturbances of vigilance and sleep are key features of all types of psychoses. Their stability, rhythmicity, and integrity directly influence social functioning and other critical illness outcomes. 

In rodents, the IntelliCage records behavior constantly over 24 hours (activity tracking) and therefore can be used to measure circadian parameters and overall activity. Similarly, NHPs (marmosets) can be monitored by automatic video-based tracking in their home enclosures. Additionally, in rodents, NHPs, and humans the qualitative aspects of sleep (REM sleep, delta power, etc) and other circadian aspects can be assessed by EEG recordings through skull-mounted or brain-implanted EEG electrodes in freely behaving animals or head-mounted electrodes in humans. In humans, self-reports of sleep and EEG recordings complemented by transponder-based actimetry are well established paradigms.[@ref54]

Social domain 
==============

Social functioning is frequently impaired in affective and nonaffective psychoses. Both reduced and exaggerated social interactions are possible, eg, during depressive and manic episodes in BD. 

Social interaction tests in rodents introduce two unfamiliar animals to each other. Mice are very sociable animals by nature and prefer social stimuli to non-social novel objects.[@ref18]

Usually, the test mouse is placed into an unknown arena that has already been explored in the adaptation phase by an unknown conspecific, the stimulus mouse. The test can be modified in various ways, but all variations use the extent of the interaction (monitored by video tracking) as a surrogate for social functioning. Various parameters beyond ordinary interaction, such as avoidance, dominance, and aggressive or mating behavior, can be assessed. Experimenters can repeat the test by simply altering the context and stimulus animal. The IntelliCage allows several of the abovementioned social aspects to be continuously monitored.[@ref55]

In NHPs, interactions between conspecifics or between NHPs and humans can be observed in social attention tests with different established paradigms, eg, including co-orientation (gaze-following), food sharing tasks, competition tasks, and collaborative tasks. These tasks measure the ability of NHPs to process and act on nonverbal information in a similar way to humans, and they therefore have high translational value. In humans, the Diagnostic Analysis of Nonverbal Accuracy (DANVA) was designed to measure accuracy in sending and receiving nonverbal social information.[@ref56]

The limitations and future directions  of translation 
======================================================

The discussion on the predictive value of animal models for psychiatric disorders is ongoing, and many arguments have been advanced for and against the use of such model systems. 

One argument is that the high genetic and mechanistic complexity of brain diseases found in GWASs and cellular models cannot yet be appropriately modeled in traditional genetic rodent models. Even modern genetic tools such as CRISPR/Cas9 allow only a few genes to be dysregulated in a single mouse,[@ref57] ,[@ref58]

although further progress is expected.[@ref59]

Another argument is that psychoaffective disorders are not clearly distinct from each other but represent artificial classifications that have overlapping phenotypes, genetics, and most likely also mechanisms.[@ref6]

Therefore, it is not prudent to try to model a specific disease. Each disorder is heterogeneous at the level of both clinical phenotypes and genetics, and the situation is likely the same for mechanisms of pathogenesis and recovery.[@ref60]

On the one hand, this might at least partially explain the high rates of treatment resistance in patients with affective and nonaffective psychoses, and, on the other hand, any given animal model might represent only a small fraction of patients with a specific disease. 

It is highly likely that no disease phenotype exists in rodents that reflects all the major aspects of a psychiatric disorder, and the same might be true for NHPs. There are differences between these model organisms and humans on all levels of biological function. At the cellular level, for example, only one out of ten neocortical GABAergic interneuron (IN) subtypes identified in single-nucleus sequencing in humans corresponds to GABAergic INs in mice.[@ref61]

Rodents in particular also show major differences in cortical architecture and functional organization.[@ref62]

Cognitive capabilities and complex behavior that are unique to humans, such as speech, must also be considered because they are relevant to cognitive disturbances diagnosed in psychiatric patients but cannot be modeled in animals, ie, neither rodents nor in NHPs. Furthermore, many psychometric tools used to assess symptoms in psychiatric patients rely on self-reports, whereas in animal models cognition can only be assessed indirectly via behavioral phenotypes. 

The high attrition rates in drug development for psychiatric disorders after in vivo validation of the drugs in animal models also indicates the low predictive validity of pharmacological effects on cognition and behavior in traditional rodent models.[@ref63]

While technological progress is advancing research in human models on the molecular, cellular, and circuit level, we nonetheless still depend on animal models for in vivo studies on cognition and behavior. Thus, we need to improve the construct, content, and face validity of these models and the test paradigms used to assess cognitive function in the hope of enhancing their predictive validity. 

The inclusion of NHPs in translational drug validation studies with rodents is a major improvement and is being adopted by more and more laboratories.[@ref64] ,[@ref65]

NHPs are a good complement to rodent models because of their high similarity and close evolutionary relationship to humans. 

Many neurobiological mechanisms and systems are known to be highly conserved, eg, molecular mechanisms of learning and memory, such as dopamine-dependent neuromodulation and synaptic plasticity in mollusks or serotonin-mediated regulation of social behaviors in crustaceans.[@ref66] -[@ref68]

Hence, it is highly likely that mechanisms complementary to those involved in the pathogenesis of and recovery from psychiatric disorders exist in rodents. 

The development of genetic rodent models is also benefiting from new technologies. Tools such as the CRISPR/Cas9-mediated activation and inhibition of the endogenous gene expression of several psychiatric risk genes will simultaneously enhance the construct and face validity of such models for polygenic diseases.[@ref69] ,[@ref70]

Although these models will not reflect a substantial portion of the common variants that have been shown to contribute to the risk of developing SZ, for example, a single patient also only carries an as-yet unknown, limited number of these risk variants. Moreover, single nucleotide polymorphisms associated with an increased risk of SZ, BD, and MDD are enriched in regulatory regions of the genome and thus likely converge at the level of pathologically relevant alterations in the expression and/or splicing of an unknown combination of RNAs. If this mechanism is ultimately accepted as the critical primary and causative molecular mechanism of these disorders, enhanced construct validity in genetic models will indeed become a reality in the near future. 

Another solution to this issue may emerge as a result of a deeper understanding of the mechanisms underlying the pathogenesis of psychoaffective disorders. Hopefully, research will reveal a point of convergence in the core neurobiological mechanisms that can be modeled at the pathway level in animals. Another approach to recreate the genetic complexity of polygenic brain disorders in rodents are chimeric mice with neural transplants generated from hiPSCs of patients and healthy controls.[@ref71]

These tools are not yet established in NHPs but are being developed and will eventually further complement research on cognition in rodents.[@ref72]

Moreover, previous studies successfully used interventions such as manipulation of rearing, application of pharmacologically acting substances, or local lesioning as NHP models of psychoses.[@ref11]

\-[@ref13]

Combining genetic rodent models with environmental factors, such as early-life stress (eg, maternal separation) and psychosocial stress (eg, social defeat), not only further improves the validity of these models, but it also allows for research on gene-environment (GxE) interactions under controlled conditions. These interactions have been shown to play a major role in susceptibility and resilience to psychiatric disorders and in treatment response.[@ref73]

As previously mentioned, these models will probably not mirror the full spectrum of clinical symptoms and mechanistic aspects of specific psychiatric diseases, but they will offer sets of experimentally accessible behavioral subdomains or endophenotypes that correspond to conditions in humans, for example a depressed state in MDD and BD. Such a hypothetical depression-like model would not be limited to the traditional medical classification of psychiatric disorders but might offer a valid model of a class of symptoms found in several psychoaffective disorders. 

While some traditional behavioral tests are not easily translated to cognitive disturbances in humans, in recent years more paradigms have been developed with translatability in mind.[@ref74]

Experiments such as tests for PPI and mismatch negativity are feasible in rodents, NHPs, and humans and hence have high face and construct validity.[@ref28]

The advent of automated monitoring systems such as the IntelliCage, developed by TSE Systems for experiments with mice and rats, and the XBI system, developed by the German Primate Center for tests with NHPs, allow for testing of a variety of aspects of cognition and behavior under home-cage conditions, which also improves reliability and reproducibility between sites.[@ref45] ,[@ref49]

Another major step forward in the behavioral validation of compounds is the use of several partially redundant tests in a pipeline to ameliorate the limitations of individual paradigms. 

Although models and experimental procedures need much improvement to increase the validity and reliability of translational studies on cognition, they remain an essential tool for understanding psychiatric disorders and developing new pharmacotherapeutic compounds to treat them. Such improvements are underway and will hopefully help to push the limits of translation. 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